Sequential procedures of testing for structural stability do not provide enough guidance on the shape of boundaries that are used to decide on acceptance or rejection, requiring only that the overall size of the test is asymptotically controlled. We introduce and motivate a reasonable criterion for a shape of boundaries which requires that the test size be uniformly distributed over the testing period. Under this criterion, we numerically construct boundaries for most popular sequential tests that are characterized by a test statistic behaving asymptotically either as a Wiener process or Brownian bridge. We handle this problem both in a context of retrospecting a historical sample and in a context of monitoring newly arriving data. We tabulate the boundaries by …tting them to certain ‡exible but parsimonious functional forms. Interesting patterns emerge in an illustrative application of sequential tests to the Phillips curve model.
Introduction
From mid-seventies, in applied econometric work one could encounter applications of sequential testing tools. Sequential testing methods are usually used in the context of testing for structural stability of coe¢ cients in a regression, although not necessarily. The CUSUM and CUSUM of squares tests introduced in Brown, Durbin, and Evans (1975) belong to this class and can be found in many textbooks, including those of an introductory level.
Consider the linear regression framework of testing for structural stability. Let us be interested in the stability of the regression
over time indexed by . Formally, the stability of the regression relationship (1) is formulated as the null hypothesis H 0 : = for all , where is unknown. From this point, one may take one of two major approaches to test this null. One approach is formulating a speci…c alternative hypothesis that assumes a particular type of non-stability of coe¢ cients, usually of abrupt changes in coe¢ cients at a number of dates Perron, 1998, 2003) . Another approach, on which we focus in this paper, avoids formulating a speci…c alternative. In the heart of such CUSUM-type tests, also called sequential or recursive, lies a trajectory or path size is controlled, at least asymptotically. In case H 0 is rejected, the researcher gets as a by-product an idea when the structural instability might have taken place by looking at the date when the detector crossed the boundary for the …rst time.
Before formulating our objectives and contribution, let us distinguish two contexts where sequential testing is used. The …rst is classical, which we call retrospection, when one tests for structural stability in a given historical sample, i.e. for = k +1; :::; T: Most of sequential testing tools are developed for this retrospective context, in particular, Ploberger, Krämer and Kontrus (1989), Ploberger and Krämer (1992) , Inclán and Tiao (1994) , and others.
However, starting from Chu, Stinchcombe, and White (1996) , researchers got interested in implementing sequential testing in the monitoring context, using data arriving in real time,
i.e. for = T + 1; T + 2; :::; conditional that H 0 holds for the historical interval. The monitoring literature also includes Leisch (2008) . In what we do in this paper we handle both retrospection and monitoring situations, placing some more weight on the latter because it poses more challenges than the former.
The critical issue in sequential testing is boundaries. Consider for simplicity one-sided testing when rejection occurs for large positive values of a statistic. The only requirement for the boundary is that the test size is controlled, which leaves many degrees of freedom as far as the boundary shape is concerned. While in their original paper Brown, Durbin, and Evans (1975) derived linear boundaries for retrospective CUSUM tests, the choice of the linear shape is arbitrary. For example, Inclán and Tiao (1994) and Anatolyev (2008) use horizontal retrospective boundaries. In the monitoring context, Chu, Stinchcombe, and White (1996) derived so called parabolic monitoring boundaries for some tests, where "parabolic" is an informal term indicating that the shape of such boundaries is close to a root of the time index. Later, Zeileis, Leisch, Kleiber, and Hornik (2005) criticized the parabolic shape and suggested linear monitoring boundaries instead. Indeed, one may suggest many legitimate boundaries with di¤erent shapes, because …xing the asymptotic test size, which is just one number, is insu¢ cient to pin down the whole shape of a boundary. There is no consensus in the literature on which shape is more reasonable, although, clearly, the shape of boundaries may strongly a¤ect the testing outcomes. The arguments that are typically given in favor of one shape or in criticism of another are twofold. The …rst argument is that some boundaries, such as horizontal retrospective and parabolic monitoring ones, can be derived analytically as functions of size in a closed form. The second argument is that some boundaries, such as linear monitoring ones, tend to distribute the test size more evenly over time than others do, even though one has to employ simulations to deduce parameters of their shape. A yet another consideration that sometimes can be encountered in the literature is power properties for this or that type of alternatives.
In this paper, we suggest a reasonable criterion that allows one to …x the shape of boundaries. This criterion requires that the prescribed asymptotic test size be uniformly distributed over the retrospective or monitoring interval. Such requirement leads to a fair and dynamically consistent monitoring procedure, as equal size is allocated to equal-sized time subintervals. For example, under structural stability the type 1 error of rejecting stability during the …rst half of the historical sample should be equal to that during the second half. As we know (see the previous paragraph), the monitoring literature tends to favor more even distribution of size over time (in particular, linear boundaries are motivated as advantageous over parabolic ones). At the same time, we do not agree that power should be taken into considerations when choosing the boundary shapes, because, according to the common statistical paradigm, size should be fully controlled before power properties come into play. Besides, it is in the spirit of sequential testing that no alternative is speci…ed.
Under the criterion of uniform size distribution, we derive the boundaries using the integral equations of determination of …rst passage probabilities (Durbin, 1971) , for two classes of tests most often encountered in the sequential testing literature. These classes are characterized by the processes that are asymptotic analogs of a detector: Wiener process and Brownian bridge. We consider each of the two cases separately, managing both oneand two-sided testing. As mentioned before, in doing this we handle both retrospection and monitoring situations. When asymptotically the detector is a Wiener process, it turns out that one "baseline" retrospective boundary derived for a particular size value can be exploited in other situations (i.e. for other size values and any …nite monitoring horizons) by using a particular transformation. That is, di¤erent boundaries are "homothetic" to each other, possibly after a rightward shift. The case where asymptotically the detector is a Brownian bridge is more complex. Here, in contrast, boundaries are speci…c for the value of size in the retrospection context, and additionally for the monitoring horizon in the monitoring context.
Because the boundaries are computed numerically, we provide a user with a tabulated version of the boundaries. We handle this by …tting the computed boundaries to a certain functional form, very ‡exible though quite parsimonious. The degree of …t is very high: the regression (in logs) R 2 is about 99.99%, and the computed and parameterized boundaries are practically indistinguishable, both visually and in terms of maximal discrepancy. We demonstrate via simulations that the parameterized boundaries do possess the property of distributing the size uniformly.
Finally, we apply sequential testing tools to the Phillips curve model using US monthly data. We perform a few testing experiments, both retrospective and monitoring, using di¤erent boundaries and di¤erent testing intervals. The application illustrates interesting patterns that one may encounter in practice.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some technical details on sequential testing. Section 3 describes the method of obtaining the boundaries with the property of uniform distribution of test size. Sections 4 and 5 report some details and give results of constructing boundaries for the two classes of sequential tests. In Section 6 we report asymptotic simulation results on the distribution of size using our boundaries. In Section 7 we illustrate the properties of our and alternative procedures using an empirical application. Finally, Section 8 concludes.
2 Sequential testing: details
Setup and asymptotics
To recapitulate, a sequential test has the following elements: a detector Q ; a boundary b with the property
in case testing is one-sided or
in case testing is two-sided 1 , where
fk + 1; k + 2; :::; T 1; T g in the retrospective context, fT + 1; T + 2; :::; KT 1; KT g in the monitoring context, and K is a …nite monitoring horizon (see below on why K has to be …nite), and, …nally, a decision rule prescribing to reject structural stability if the detector hits the boundary.
Usually, the test size can be controlled only asymptotically, as T ! 1: Asymptotically we have:
on R and
where Q (r) is the limiting continuous time process for the detector,
in the retrospective context,
in the monitoring context. and b (r) is a deterministic asymptotic boundary. Asymptotic control of the size means that
when testing is one-sided or
when testing is two-sided.
While b (r) is arbitrary subject to the size requirement, the asymptotic process Q (r) depends on the detector used in testing (see the next subsection for examples of detectors).
Typically, Q (r) is one of the following two processes:
Wiener process W; Q (r) = Note that for the process B tied down at r = 1 the argument of asymptotic process is r irrespective of whether it is retrospection or monitoring, while for the untied process W the argument is r 1 in case of monitoring. We focus on cases the asymptotic process starts o¤ from the non-random value (typically, zero). We conjecture that it is possible to construct "uniform"boundaries in cases when the starting point is random, but such boundaries will have a strange shape starting o¤ from in…nity at the beginning of the monitoring period. The reason is that for any boundary starting o¤ from a …nite value there is a positive probability mass of the process concentrated above this boundary, which is incompatible with uniform size distribution over a continuum. Most importantly though, such setup would be inconsistent with the monitoring paradigm where it is assumed that the historical period is stable. Our choice thus precludes some versions of monitoring detectors that have been encountered in the literature (see footnote 2).
Detectors
Let us consider examples of detectors for sequential tests that can be encountered in the literature. We list their simple versions; many exist in several variations which do not di¤er in asymptotic properties. Generally, a detector is a standardized (so that it is asymptotically pivotal) cumulative sum in an expanding window, possibly contrasted with a similar measure on the whole historical interval. Without contrasting, the asymptotic process is likely a Wiener process. When there is contrasting, explicit or implicit, the asymptotic process is likely a Brownian bridge.
The classical retrospective CUSUM detector (Brown, Durbin and Evans, 1975; Krämer and Alt, 1988) is
where^ 2 is a consistent estimate of the variance of u in the regression (1), ! t are recursive residuals
1:t 1 X 1:t 1 ) 1 x t and data matrices X 1:t 1 and Y 1:t 1 contain observations from 1 to t 1: Asymptotically, as
The same asymptotics is shared by the sequential analog of a t-statistic in Anatolyev (2008), for example, in a problem of testing for predictability of g(y t ) by h(x t ); where g and h are known functions of stationary series y t and x t :
where g(y 1: ) is a sample average of g(y t ) from t = 1 to t = ; andV is an estimate of asymptotic variance computed in the same window, i.e. from t = 1 to t = . Chu, Stinchcombe and White (1996) extend the CUSUM detector to the monitoring situation:
Asymptotically, as T ! 1;
The modern version of the retrospective CUSUM of squares detector (Brown, Durbin and Evans, 1975; Deng and Perron, 2006 ) is
where' is a consistent estimate of the variance of u 2 : A similar structure is taken by the detector in the Kokoszka and Leipus (2000) test and by that of the Inclán and Tiao (1994) test for detection of changes in variance; see also Andreou and Ghysels (2002) . For all these detectors, asymptotically
2 Chu, Stinchcombe and White (1996) also suggest an alternative version of the monitoring CUSUM
! t for = T + 1; :::; 1: This version has one objective shortcoming: it is not consistent with the monitoring paradigm where it is assumed that the historical period is stable; this version of Q instead accumulates instability-driven deviations during the historical period too. As a result, its asymptotic process starts o¤ from a random value at r = 1 (see Remark 1).
as T ! 1: The same asymptotics holds for the OLS-based CUSUM detector proposed by Ploberger and Krämer (1992) ,
T are OLS residuals, and for the ‡uctuation test detector proposed by Ploberger, Krämer and Kontrus (1989)
where [ ] i denotes taking the i th element of a vector, and^ is an OLS estimate of computed from the observations k + 1; k + 2; :::; 1; : All these detectors can be extended to the monitoring context in a natural way, with
as T ! 1:
Boundaries
As explained above, in practice one uses a boundary from a small set of possibilities suggested As was stated in the Introduction, we aim at constructing the "uniform"boundaries, i.e.
such that the size is uniformly distributed over the relevant testing horizon. More formally, when testing is one-sided, we want to …nd the retrospective boundary b R (r) such that for
Similarly the "uniform"boundaries are de…ned when testing is two-sided.
Remark 2. Of course, uniform distribution over a monitoring period is possible only if the monitoring horizon K is …nite. In the monitoring literature, the monitoring horizon is typically in…nite, which is an approximation for "very long"monitoring and is convenient for analytic work (for example, the parabolic boundaries are speci…c for ever-lasting monitoring and derived from certain statistical properties of the Wiener process, see Robbins and Siegmund, 1970) . However, an in…nite horizon is implausible in practice, and may be an inadequate approximation for "very long" monitoring, in cases when most of the size is "consumed"only after an implausibly long period of monitoring is elapsed (see an example below). Interestingly, some published simulation studies verify properties of tests relying on …nite monitoring horizons, even though the boundaries are derived for the in…nite horizon. 
Determination of boundaries
The integral equation relating the boundaries to …rst passage probabilities was derived in Durbin (1971) . Subsequently, this technique was intensively used in the statistical literature (in particular, numerous articles in subsequent issues of the Journal of Applied Probability)
to derive the distribution of crossing probabilities for boundaries of various shape. Here, we "reverse" the usual procedure and derive the boundary for a particular (namely, uniform) distribution of crossing probabilities over the relevant interval. We show the technique in the retrospective context; the monitoring situation is handled similarly.
Denote by p r (y) the unconditional density of Q (r) ; and by p rjs (yjx) the conditional density of Q (r) given that Q (s) took the value x: The exact forms of p r (y) and p rjs (yjx)
will be speci…ed later when we move on to concrete processes for Q (r) :
Let (r) be a one-sided boundary on [0; 1] such that the distribution of size is (r); r 2 [0; 1] : According to Durbin (1971, sec.2) , it is implicitly de…ned by the integral equation
that should hold for all r 2 [0; 1] : Intuitively, the meaning of the equality in (2) is the following: the unconditional density of Q (r) at the boundary (r) can be alternatively obtained via the law of total probability by counting, along the boundary from 0 to r; the total measure for those trajectories that pass through (r) for the …rst time.
When (r) is the upper (positive) part of the symmetric two-sided boundary on [0; 1] ; according to Durbin (1971, sec.4) it is implicitly de…ned by the integral equation
that should hold for all r 2 [0; 1] : 4 Now at the right hand one counts the total measure from 0 to r along both positive and negative parts of the boundary.
Suppose we need the size to be uniformly distributed over [0; 1]. Then we set
For our two gaussian processes the integral equations (2) (2) or (3), each time computing integrals at the right-side of (2) or (3) using trapezoid method and analytically derived asymptotic solutions near singularity points. The trapezoid method is utilized for the following reasons. First, the rate of convergence is close to higher order approximations requiring much more complicated programming. Second, it is the best method given that our functions are at most twice continuously di¤erentiable.
Third, Diogo et. al. (2005) prove that the trapezoid method has the property of uniform convergence for this type of integral equations.
Some details about parameters of the numerical algorithm follow. There are 500 knots in the piecewise linear boundary that approximates the smooth one. These knots are not uniformly distributed on [0; 1] ; but rather the closer to zero, the more dense they are. In the numerical integration, approximately 10,000 gridpoints are uniformly distributed over the domain of integration.
Boundaries for Wiener process 4.1 Construction of boundaries
When the asymptotic process Q (r) is the Wiener process Q (r) = W (r) ; we know that for s < r; Q (r) N (0; r) ;
Therefore, the densities entering (2) and (3) are
(r s) :
It turns out that we need only to derive two (one for one-sided testing, another for two- corresponding to the test size < A: It turns out that the transformations
and
where A ;
accomplish this job, which can be easily seen from the integral equation (2) or (3).
For simplicity, we will demonstrate this property using the retrospective one-sided case.
We need to show that b R (r) in (4) is the solution of
Substituting (4) here, we obtain
After changing the variable of integration s 0 = 1 s; or s = s 0 ; we obtain
Finally by multiplying both sides of equality by p , rearranging terms and noticing that = A we get the equation
that de…nes the baseline boundary (r) :
Intuitively, as the size is distributed uniformly over [0; 1], the baseline boundary (r)
accumulates exactly over the segment 0; 1 : This portion of (r) should be extended over the retrospective or monitoring interval and then scaled to restore the target size.
Tabulation of boundaries
To report the baseline boundary so that it can be used in practice, we …t to it a ‡exible, but parsimonious parametric function, and report the parameters of this function. Concretely, the baseline boundary (r) is parameterized by the following functional form:
This form turns out to be su¢ ciently ‡exible even for low values of J; and quite convenient.
The convenience comes from the fact that after taking logs, ln (r) is a linear form in powers, up to J th ; of r and ln r; which allows us to easily estimate the coe¢ cients in (7) by least squares.
Up to cubic terms corresponding to the choice J = 3; the parameterization of baseline boundary (r) is
For A = 20%; the "regression"was run using the computed boundaries on a uniform grid of 
in the retrospective case, and
in the monitoring case.
Shape of boundaries
Figures 3a and 3b depict the retrospective and monitoring, respectively, "uniform" boundaries corresponding to the three conventional levels of size.
Boundaries for Brownian Bridge
In the case of Brownian Bridge, in contrast to the case of Wiener process, the retrospective and monitoring boundaries have to be handled separately. This is due to the property of Brownian Bridge to be tied down at r = 1:
Construction of retrospective boundaries
When the asymptotic process Q (r) is the Brownian Bridge process
we can derive that when s < r 1;
It turns out that now, unlike in the case of Wiener process, we cannot obtain a retrospective boundary corresponding to some value of from a boundary corresponding to a di¤erent value of : In other words, there does not exist a baseline boundary that would be able to generate a whole family of size-speci…c boundaries. This is, of course, due to the property of the Brownian bridge to be tied down at r = 1:
Tabulation of retrospective boundaries
Thus, to report the family of boundaries in the case of retrospection, we …t the whole family to a parametric function not only of r; but also of : For …xed ; we use a functional form similar to (7), which takes into account tiedness to zero at r = 1:
The coe¢ cients j ( ) ; ' j ( ) and j ( ) in (8) are parameterized as functions of in the following way:
and similarly for ' j ( ) and j ( ) : In total then, there are 5 (3J + 1) parameters, which equals 50 in case J = 3:
The coe¢ cients for the J = 3 are given below. The size is unitless, i.e., for example, 
Construction of monitoring boundaries
When r > s 1;
Therefore, the densities entering (2) and (3) 
(r s) rs :
As could be expected, we cannot obtain a monitoring boundary from a retrospective one. This is again due to the property of the Brownian bridge to be tied down at r = 1:
Tabulation of monitoring boundaries
Compared to the case of retrospection, here we have, along with ; an additional parameter K; that determines the boundary. Fortunately, a particular boundary can be characterized by a single combination of and K; namely the "crossing intensity"
This property can be easily con…rmed by analyzing the integral equation (2) or (3).
Thus, we can …t the whole family of monitoring boundaries to a parametric function of r and : For …xed ; we use a familiar functional form
The coe¢ cients j ( ) and ' j ( ) in (9) are parameterized as functions of in the same way:
and similarly for ' j ( ) :
Shape of boundaries
Figures 3c and 3d depict the retrospective and monitoring, respectively, "uniform" boundaries corresponding to the three conventional levels of size. All boundaries except the Brown-ian bridge retrospective boundaries, as expected, start o¤ from zero with an in…nite derivative, and are increasing throughout whole intervals. The Brownian bridge retrospective boundaries (see Figure 3c ) have an inverted U-shape and come to zero at the end of the retrospective interval, also with an in…nite derivative. Their shape is similar to that of Zeileis boundaries (see Figure 2b ), but they are asymmetric (for example, the maximum is reached at 0.48 rather than at 0.50 when = 5%). Also, they are steeper at the beginning and end of the interval, in the sense that, for example, b U nif orm (r)=b Zeileis (r) = +1 as r ! 0 or
The relative positioning of boundaries of di¤erent type can be observed in Figures 5a-5d , see Section 7.
6 Distribution of size All imperfections in these distributions are due to insu¢ cient accuracy of approximations during numerically solving an integral equation, or to insu¢ cient ‡exibility of a parameterization, or to insu¢ cient number of simulation repetitions. All three sources can be potentially driven to nullity if desired, although probably at some non-negligible expense.
Empirical illustration
In this Section we illustrate sequential testing tools using an empirical application. We perform a few testing experiments, both retrospective and monitoring, using di¤erent detectors, di¤erent boundaries and di¤erent testing intervals. The purpose of this exercise is to show interesting patterns that one may encounter in practice rather than to contrast the merits of di¤erent boundaries or detectors.
We use the Phillips curve model analogous to one of applications in Bai and Perron (2003) . However, we use monthly US data instead of annual UK data, for the sake of larger sample sizes. 5 The (so that monitoring starts from 1970:12 and continues till 1984:03). In the case of CUSUM monitoring, we check the "uniform" (solid) and "parabolic" (short dashes) boundaries; in the case of OLS-based CUSUM, we check the "uniform"(solid), "parabolic"(short dashes) and linear (long dashes) boundaries.
In the case of the shorter monitoring interval, the CUSUM detector passes through the "uniform" boundary in 14 time periods (i.e. on 1972:01). Note that the instability is not detected by the parabolic boundary at all, the main reason being that it is relying on the in…nite horizon (which is too di¤erent from the actual horizon) and thus starts o¤ too high (in other words, only a small portion of 5% size is "utilized"when K = 2). The OLS-based CUSUM detector touches on both the "uniform"and parabolic boundaries even faster, in 6 time periods (i.e. on 1971:05), and the linear boundary more than twice as late, in 13 time periods (i.e. on 1971:12).
In the case of the longer monitoring interval, the CUSUM detector again hits the "uni- Finally, we repeat a retrospection experiment on a longer historical interval, which now presumably includes structural instability evidenced by the previous monitoring tests. We set the end of the historical interval now to 1984:11 (so that the interval contains 237 observations). The results are presented on Figure 5d . Interestingly, no boundary detects instabilities when the CUSUM detector is used. In the case of the OLS-based detector, however, the structural instability is sensed by the "uniform"(solid) boundary in the 208th time period (i.e. on 1982:06) and by the Zeileis (long dashes) boundary a bit later, in the 217th time period (i.e. on 1983:03). Both time periods are quite late compared to when the structural instability must in fact have taken place, but note an important fact that the horizontal boundary (short dashes), which is implicit in the most popular sup functional, is very far at all from detecting this instability.
Concluding remarks
We have numerically derived boundaries for major classes of sequential (CUSUM-type) tests, both retrospective and monitoring, both one-sided and two-sided, such that the overall test size is uniformly distributed over the testing (historical or monitoring) interval. We have reported these boundaries as tables of coe¢ cients of …tted parsimonious but ‡exible parametric forms. We have also provided asymptotic simulation evidence that these (parametric)
boundaries do an excellent job in distributing test size uniformly. 
